
‘Memoir’ Blind Critique 
Here’s your chance to use the inspiration and motivation gained from Anne Hamilton’s talk on 17th February. 

We’re asking for 500 words (approx.) prose or poetry, reflecting memoir or, 

to quote Anne, “Writing that is (somehow) inspired from life”. 

 

There will be the opportunity to read this piece of work at the Borders Book Festival in June 2022 and 

BWF  is aiming to give writers the opportunity to extend their entry (or not) to 1500 words for inclusion in a  

Memoir Booklet for publication and sale in 2023. 

 

Time frames are below. 

Date/Time Event Other information 

Submit your piece of prose or poem 

approx. 500 words in a word doc 

double line spaced (if possible). 

Title of piece but no author’s name . 

To: bwfsusan@gmail.com  

Expect to receive 2-3 pieces of work 

for you to critique by 25 April.   

We will provide a crib sheet to guide 

you through critiquing process. 

Please identify your comments in a 

coloured or different style of text 

and save the critiqued copy labelled 

by the title and the word critiqued. 

Return critiqued docs to: 

bwfsusan@gmail.com  

If you are unable to save & return 

the docs for any reason please let 

Susan know asap. 

Anticipate the return of your own 

prose/poem duly critiqued. 

The decision is yours—if you want to 

resubmit your  tweaked memoir 

piece to read at the Borders Book 

Festival in June (date & time to be 

confirmed) read on. 

Submit your entry for reading at the 

BBF. Remember you’re alloacted a 

5 minute slot to pace & perform 

your work. 

To:  bwfsusan@gmail.com 

The committee will then collate the 

entries & determine the order of  

program. As in previous years, if 

we’re oversubscribed names will be 

pulled out of a hat. 

The option to submit a memoir/life 

story piece of prose or poem(s) up 

to 1500 words for inclusion in a 

2023 booklet. 

To: bwfsusan@gmail.com 

 

There will be more info about this 

after the Borders Book Festival. 

 

  
Any queries please  email: 

bwfsusan@gmail.com 

 


